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Tune out the noise, tune into the music with the
now available JBL Tune 130NC and JBL Tune
230NC

Amsterdam – 15th October, 2021 – The JBL Tune 130NC and JBL Tune 230NC earbuds. Your
companion for all situations. With features including JBL signature sound, active noise
cancelling and next-level battery life, the latest in the JBL Tune family will become your go-to
when you’re on the go.
The daily commute to the office or university can be repetitive, crowded, and loud (and not in a
good way). Turn that commuter dread into looking forward to the day ahead. Just pop in your
Tune 130NC or Tune 230NC’s, close your eyes and hit play. Active noise cancelling means your
ears will immediately be filled with legendary JBL sound and nothing else.
Had a change of plans and you’re staying out? Don’t worry about your JBL Tune 130NC or
230NC’s bailing on you. The earbuds have a total of 40 hours of playtime (10 in earbud and
30 more in the case) to ensure you can check out the new album drop or binge your favourite
podcast anytime.
And when the day is done and you’re getting into bed, don’t worry if you forgot to charge
your new earbuds. Speed charge gives you a whole hour of playtime from only ten minutes of
charge. Just pop it on in the morning before heading out the door.
All that’s left to choose is style and colour. Go for JBL Tune 130NC for dot or the 230NC for
stick shape. And with white, blue and black options, and sand too for the Tune 230NC,
whatever your style, you can find your perfect pair.
The JBL Tune 130NC and 230NC are available on eu.jbl.com now for €99.
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The JBL brand epitomizes the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like
Woodstock and concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL
products elevate listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every
moment. With 75 years of unmatched professional credentials and industry leading innovation, the JBL brand
expertly blends a bold vision of the future with the passion and talent of engineers and designers around the
globe. JBL’s Signature Professional Sound is the leading technology that powers major pop culture events, and
the brand has partnered with the world’s top talent across music, sports and esports.
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